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Hey Joe.  I'm glad that you have arrived home from Alaska safely, although I bet you wish the vacation could 

have continued.  Thank you so much for the beautiful postcard -- it sounds like you had an amazing time and I 

laughed when I read the "Jeremiah Johnson" signature line.  Kevin and his family are hanging in there -- doing 

as well as can be expected.  I saw them last night and it seems like this week of planning the service and doing 

all of the errands has been therapeutic.   The viewing is today from 3-5 and quite a few people from work are 

going -- Tracy, Eileen, Irene, Bob, Manuel, Michelle, Marie, and me.  Then, tonight is the funeral and I will be 

going to that and Cathy said that she may go (the church is near her house.)  David can't make it to either, as 

he is leaving to go away for the weekend.  I haven't had a chance to talk to Jeremy all week -- he was in Europe 

on Mon., Tue., and Wed. and then has been at the Archives for depositions today and yesterday.   I would 

think that he might go to the funeral if he is free this evening.  I know that Kevin will be glad to have you here 

next week -- he returns to work on Tuesday.I, too, am very glad to have you here next week.  I hope that we 

can fit a run or two in during the week, but I should warn you that I am getting slower.  I went to the track on 

Tuesday night and had a VERY hard time running a 7:50 mile (my best time last year was faster than 7:00 AND 

I've run 10Ks at faster than a 7:50 pace, so what is going on???)  I suspect it has something to do with the fact 

that I haven't been to track since February, but I prefer to think that I have some sort of low-level infection 

caused by impacted wisdom teeth (this theory from a column in this month's Runner's World) and that I will 

be a faster runner if I just go to the dentist.  It might work.Anyway -- if you'll agree to go slow with me, we can 

run.When do you get in?  Are you all set up at the Kalorama guest house?  Are you excited to see the Board?  

Write soon and fill me in.  Don't forget the Alaska pictures when you're packing.  Oh!  And, yes, I have an extra 

"I Do" t-shirt with your name on it, which I will bring next week.  Woo woo!To:	Lauracc:	 From:	Joseph 

Freeman/ARRB   Date:	09/10/97 01:10:06 PMSubject:	KevinHave you spoken to Kevin?  Is he doing OK?  

Absurd as the question will read, is there anything you think I can do?Looking forward to seeing both of you 

next week.  I know you must be swamped with the upcoming Board meeting, especially with Kevin out: no 

need to reply unless you have information or suggestions, re: Kevin.  Trust you're OK; all is well here. 
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